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Abstrat
Aims. We wish to study the spetral dependene of the radio emission from osmi-ray air showers around 100 PeV (1017 eV).
Methods. We observe short radio pulses in a broad frequeny band with the dipole-interferometer LOPES (LOFAR Prototype
Station), whih is triggered by a partile detetor array named Karlsruhe Shower Core and Array Detetor (KASCADE). LOFAR
is the Low Frequeny Array. For this analysis, 23 strong air shower events are seleted using parameters from KASCADE. The
radio data are digitally beam-formed before the spetra are determined by sub-band ltering and fast Fourier transformation.
Results. The resulting eletri eld spetra fall o to higher frequenies. An average eletri eld spetrum is tted with an
exponential Eν = K · exp(ν/MHz/β) and β = −0.017 ± 0.004, or alternatively, with a power law ǫν = K · ν
α
and a spetral
index of α = −1± 0.2. The spetral slope obtained is not onsistent within unertainties and it is slightly steeper than the slope
obtained from Monte Carlo simulations based on air showers simulated with CORSIKA (Cosmi Ray Simulations for KASCADE).
For the analyzed sample of LOPES events, we do not nd any signiant dependene of the spetral slope on the eletri eld
amplitude, the azimuth angle, the zenith angle, the urvature radius, nor on the average distane of the antennae from the shower
ore position. But one of the strongest events was measured during thunderstorm ativity in the viinity of LOPES and shows the
longest pulse length measured of 110 ns and a spetral slope of α = −3.6.
Conlusions. We show with two dierent methods that frequeny spetra from air shower radio emission an be reonstruted on
event-by-event basis, with only two dozen dipole antennae simultaneously over a broad range of frequenies. Aording to the
obtained spetral slopes, the maximum power is emitted below 40 MHz. Furthermore, the derease in power to higher frequenies
indiates a loss in oherene determined by the shower dis thikness. We onlude that a broader bandwidth, larger olleting
area, and longer baselines, as will be provided by LOFAR, are neessary to further investigate the relation of the oherene, pulse
length, and spetral slope of osmi ray air showers.
Key words. aeleration of partiles - elementary partiles - radiation mehanisms: non-thermal - instrumentation: detetors -
methods: data analysis
1. Introdution
Cosmi rays are partiles or nulei onstantly bombard-
ing the Earth's atmosphere with a large spread in en-
ergy. The origin of osmi rays with the highest energies
is still unknown and therefore subjet of intensive researh
(Auger Collaboration: J. Abraham et al. 2007). These par-
tiles, mostly protons, initiate an extensive shower of se-
ondary partiles traveling with almost the speed of light
through the air. The harged partiles in the air shower
produe eletromagneti emission relativistially beamed in
the forward diretion. This work probes the spetral de-
pendene of the eletromagneti eld produed in these
Send oprint requests to: A. Nigl
Correspondene to: aniglastro.ru.nl
air showers to investigate the radio emission mehanism.
Understanding the emission mehanism and its dependene
on frequeny and distane to the shower ore will be an im-
portant step to infer the primary partile speies of the
osmi ray.
The radio emission of harged partiles in air showers
was rst observed in 1964 by Jelley et al. (1965) at 44 MHz
and by Allan & Jones 1966 at 60 MHz. Those early studies
found strongly pulsed radio emission from air showers de-
teted with radio antennae triggered by partile detetors.
A dependene of the radio emission's polarization on the
geomagneti eld favored a geomagneti emission meha-
nism (see, e.g., Allan et al. 1967, 1969; Sun 1975). The
rst quantitative radio frequeny spetra were obtained
from a few simultaneous narrowband observations below
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100 MHz by, e.g., Spener (1969), Allan et al. (1970), and
Prah (1971). In this earlier work, spetra dereasing in
frequeny were obtained with spetral indies α between
−2 and −1. However, radio measurements were abandoned
in the late 1970s beause of strong radio frequeny inter-
ferene in the signal, diulties with the interpretation of
the measurements, and beause of the suess of alternative
observing tehniques. An exellent review of the early work
an be found in Allan (1971).
Interest in the radio tehnique was revived by the
LOFAR Prototype Station (LOPES) group (Falke et al.
2005) and by the Cosmi ray Detetion Array with
Logarithmi EletroMagneti Antennas (CODALEMA)
group (Ardouin et al. 2006), both using digital data aqui-
sition and powerful omputers for data analysis on digitized
radio signal for the rst time. LOFAR is the Low Frequeny
Array. LOPES measured a linear dependene of the eletri
eld amplitude of the radio emission in extensive osmi-
ray air showers on the energy of the primary partile. This
result was an important step in proving the radio emission
proess to be oherent.
The following two radio emission mehanisms are be-
lieved to mainly ontribute to the prodution of ele-
tromagneti radiation in air showers. First, the geomag-
neti mehanism generates beamed synhrotron emission
through relativisti eletron-positron pairs in the Earth's
magneti eld, whih is believed to be the dominant meh-
anism (Allan et al. 1967; Allan et al. 1969). This ansatz led
to the desription of oherent geosynhrotron emission at
meter wavelengths (Falke & Gorham 2003). Seond, rel-
ativisti partiles emit Cherenkov radiation as a kind of
photoni shokwave (Askaryan 1962, 1965; Kahn & Lerhe
1966). However, the Cherenkov emission mehanism is more
eient in denser media than air, like water and ie.
Additionally, radio emission in air showers was laimed to
be dependent on the geoeletri eld, and it was found
that strong eletri elds in thunderstorm louds an am-
plify the measured radio amplitudes (Mandolesi et al. 1974;
Gurevih et al. 2004; Buitink et al. 2007).
When a osmi ray initiates an extensive air shower,
a thin shower panake of partiles is formed growing to
about a few hundred meters in diameter. The panake has
a thikness of a few meters, due to partile attenuation in
the atmosphere and relativisti beaming at high gamma
fators. Close to the axis of the osmi-ray air shower, the
partile panake is thinnest and thus the pulse prole re-
eived on the axis is expeted to be shortest. The radio
pulse is expeted to broaden with distane from the shower
ore, mainly aused by geometri-delays in the arrival time
of longitudinal shower evolution stages (Huege et al. 2007).
The spetral shape of the radio emission is mainly de-
termined by the distribution of eletrons and positrons
in the shower panake, as they emit synhrotron radia-
tion. Aording to Monte Carlo simulations, the spetrum
starts with oherent emission at wavelengths larger than
the shower panake thikness, and it falls o exponentially
to higher frequenies, where oherene will be lost when the
wavelength beomes omparable with the shower thikness
(Huege & Falke 2005a).
A osmi-ray radio spetrum is partiularly interesting
to probe the oherene of the geosynhrotron emission and
to study the width of the radio panake, whih determines
the length of the deteted pulse. This is important for future
instruments, suh as LOFAR, whih will provide even larger
bandwidths and baselines than LOPES.
We present eletri eld spetra determined from data
reorded by LOPES with 30 antennae dipoles. The instru-
ments LOPES and KASCADE are desribed in Set. 2. The
seletion and data analysis of radio events are explained in
Set. 3 and in Set. 4, respetively. The obtained spetra
are shown and disussed in Set. 5.
2. Instrument
The LOFAR prototype station LOPES
(www.lopes-projet.org, Horneer et al. 2004;
Falke et al. 2005) has been optimized for the dete-
tion of osmi rays with energies around 1017 eV. LOPES
is plaed in between partile detetors of the experi-
ment KASCADE (www-ik.fzk.de/KASCADE_home.html,
Antoni et al. 2003) in Karlsruhe. The data for this work
were taken with LOPES operating 30 early LOFAR proto-
type dipole antennae. KASCADE is the Karlsruhe Shower
Core and Array Detetor loated at the Forshungszentrum
Karlsruhe, Germany. It is made up of 16 × 16 partile
detetor stations plaed on a 200 × 200 m2 retangular
grid, with 13 m spaing, a entral hadron alorimeter,
and a muon traking detetor. A layout of LOPES and
KASCADE on the site of the Forshungszentrum Karlsruhe
is shown in Fig. 1.
KASCADE provides LOPES with a osmi-ray trigger
as well as partile shower parameters, like muon number,
eletron number, diretion of origin, and position of the
shower enter (Antoni et al. 2003). These parameters have
been used to selet osmi-ray events for LOPES post-
proessing.
The LOPES hardware digitizes the radio signals mea-
sured by the dipole antenna wires with a rate of 80
Megasamples per seond and in a dynami range of 12 bits.
The frequeny band used for osmi-ray detetion ranges
from 43 MHz to 74 MHz, sine the bandpass lter atten-
uates the reeived signal signiantly outside these limits.
The data is stored on ustom-made PC boards with a 1 GB
ring buer for eah dipole. The readout time of a 0.8 ms
osmi-ray event takes about 1.5 s and the system is not
sensitive to a new trigger for that period. The data taken
with LOPES are mathed with the KASCADE data and
sent to storage units for further o-line analysis. LOPES
was triggered with a large-event-trigger from KASCADE,
whih requires a detetion in 10 out of the 16 detetor lus-
ters of KASCADE.
2.1. Radio pulse broadening
LOPES measures the pulse at antenna level, thus at dif-
ferent positions and distanes from the shower ore at
the same time. Radio frequeny interferene (RFI) is re-
jeted by down-weighting of narrow spetral lines that lie
three sigmas above the average spetrum in two iterations.
The signals of all antenna dipoles are ombined by beam-
forming to inrease sensitivity and to further suppress RFI.
The 30 antenna positions in the LOPES layout result in an
average distane of the antennae from any possible shower
ore position within KASCADE of d¯ = 75 m.
Furthermore, the signal deteted by the LOPES dipoles
is bandpass ltered within the limits from 40 MHz to
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Figure 1. Layout of LOPES inside the KASCADE ar-
ray (Horneer 2006). The 252 small squares indiate the
KASCADE partile detetors. The triangles show the po-
sitions of the LOPES antennae, as they were positioned for
this work, and the irles highlight the rst stage of LOPES
with 10 operational antennae. The three retangles mark
the eletroni stations that house the LOPES eletronis.
Eah of these stations is olleting data from ten antennae
elements. The top station holds the master lok module
and a board for the reeption of the KASCADE timestamp.
Among the KASCADE detetors are three KASCADE-
Grande (Navarra et al. 2004) detetors (squares), whih are
spaed on a bigger grid to over a larger area and thus
higher primary partile energies.
80 MHz. In priniple, the ltered bandwidth of 40 MHz
broadens an innitely short pulse in time to 25 ns (∆t ∼
1/∆ν) and hanges the spetral slope outside the band due
to attenuation. The impulse response of a rst LOPES an-
tenna tted with a Gaussian resulted in a width of 57 ns
(Horneer 2006). Thus, additional broadening must be
aused by the phase-harateristi of the LOPES hardware,
but the spetral slope is not hanged within the LOPES
band. Therefore, the measured pulse lengths are upper lim-
its and the minimum detetable width is lose to 25 ns.
2.2. Gain alibration
The inverted V-shaped dipole antennae of LOPES have a
diretion dependent antenna gain and the data aquisition
hardware as a whole has a frequeny dependent eletronis
gain. The eletronis gain was determined for eah antenna
in several dediated alibration ampaigns by measuring a
well-dened signal from a referene antenna mounted on a
rane overhead LOPES (Nehls et al. 2007, subm., Fig. 2).
The diretion and frequeny dependent antenna gain
alibration values G(φ,θ,ν) for a LOPES antenna element,
mounted on a metal pedestal, were alulated with a sim-
ulation model by Arts (2005). Here, φ is the azimuth angle
Figure 2. Eletronis gain fators are plotted for all 30
LOPES antennae. The fators are for the orretion of the
reeived voltage measured in several alibration ampaigns
at KASCADE in the band from 43 MHz to 74 MHz.
and θ is the elevation angle. The pedestal and the geometry
of the LOPES dipoles make the gain pattern frequeny de-
pendent. At the lower end of the LOPES band, the ontour-
lines of equal gain in the pattern are oval-shaped and the
dipoles have their maximum sensitivity to the zenith with
the major axis of the ellipse being perpendiular to the
dipole, lying in East-West diretion. With inreasing fre-
queny, the sensitivity maximum gets irular in shape on-
entrating around the zenith (in the middle of the band)
and then the diretion of maximum gain weakens, splits,
and moves down in elevation at azimuth angles perpendi-
ular to the dipole (see Fig. 3).
The output of the analog-digital onverter (ADC) an
be onverted to units of eld strength per unit bandwidth,
using both sets of gains (Horneer 2006):
〈εν〉 =
|E|
∆ν
=
1
∆ν
√
4πν2µ0
G(φ,θ,ν)c
Pant (1)
=
1
∆ν
√
4πν2µ0
G(φ,θ,ν)c
Kν
V 2ADC
RADC
.
Here, E is the eletri eld from the air shower measured
at the antenna; ∆ν is the ltered bandwidth of the signal;
ν is the observing frequeny; G(φ,θ,ν) is the diretion and
frequeny dependent gain of the antenna (Fig. 3); Pant is
the power reeived by the antenna; Kν is the frequeny
dependent orretion fator for the eletronis; as plotted
in Fig. 2 for eah antenna; VADC is the voltage digitized by
the ADC; RADC is the input impedane of the ADC; µ0 is
the eletromagneti permeability; and c the speed of light.
For earlier LOPES results, the diretional gain was av-
eraged in frequeny and applied to the beam-formed time-
series. For this work, it was applied in the frequeny domain
to eah individual frequeny bin (see Set. 4.1).
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3. Event seletion
For this analysis, we studied events of LOPES using the
30 antennae setup from 2005-11-16 to 2006-11-30. In this
period, LOPES was reording in a single polarization on-
guration, all dipoles were parallel and most sensitive to
radiation from the East-West diretion. About one million
events were triggered and reorded within this period.
Events were pre-seleted on parameters provided by
KASCADE and by estimating the eletri eld strength:
ǫest = (53± 4.9)
[
µV
mMHz
]
× ((1.09± 0.017)− cosϑ) (2)
× exp
(
−RSA
(221± 62)m
)(
Nµ
106
)(0.99±0.04)
.
This formula is obtained from ts to all LOPES
events deteted with the standard analysis software
(Horneer et al. 2007). Here, Nµ is the muon number at
distanes between 40 m and 200 m, whih is provided by
KASCADE, ϑ is the geomagneti angle (alulated using
the shower diretion reonstruted by KASCADE), and
RSA is the average distane of the antennae from the shower
axis.
We limited the distane of the shower ore from the
KASCADE enter to 91 m to make sure that the shower
ore is inside the KASCADE array so that the shower re-
onstrution by KASCADE provides high auray. For
this work, 71 radio events were pre-seleted with a lower
limit of 4 µV m−1 MHz−1 on the eletri eld strength ob-
tained with Eq. 2.
For the spetral analysis, 23 events of the 71 events
were seleted with a lower limit on the signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the E-eld amplitude and the E-eld root-mean-
square (RMS) of 5 for eah spetral bin. For these 23 events,
a radio spetrum was generated with the two methods de-
sribed in Set. 4. The estimated primary energy for these
proessed radio events lies mainly in the range from 1017 eV
to 1018 eV.
4. Data redution
The standard analysis software is a modular software pak-
age and it was developed for the data redution of LOPES
radio events. We use this software to pre-proess the data
for this work. The software allows us to view the data at
any step in the desired sequene of proessing (Horneer
2006). After alibration, digital ltering, and beam-forming
of the seleted events, we performed the spetral analysis
aording to the following proessing pipeline.
4.1. Proessing pipeline
Two methods have been used to produe the eletri eld
spetra. First, the determination of the eletri eld ampli-
tude of the osmi-ray radio pulse deteted in the antennae
ross-orrelation beam (see Set. 4.5) was ltered in several
adjaent frequeny bins of the LOPES band from 43 MHz
to 74 MHz. Seond, a Fourier transformation was applied
to a few tens of samples around the full-band radio peak
deteted in the simple antennae beam (see Set. 4.4).
The proessing struture for the prodution of the
osmi-ray eletri eld spetra is shown in Fig. 4. The
digitized signal is onverted from ADC ounts (01) to volt-
age (02). A Hanning window is applied to the time-series
data (03) to redue leakage in the suessive Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) (04). In the frequeny domain, weights
for the frequeny dependent eletronis gain (06), weights
for orreting delays introdued by the instrument hard-
ware (07) and weights to redue RFI (08) are applied to
the frequeny bins (05).
The resulting alibrated antenna signals (09) (as mea-
sured at the antenna feeds) are multiplied with another set
of omplex weights to phase them in the diretion of the os-
mi ray (10). The diretion is provided by the KASCADE
experiment and the standard analysis software attempts to
rene it by tting a maximum to the osmi-ray pulse emis-
sion in a radio skymap (see Set. 4.3).
The phased antenna spetra (12) are orreted by the
diretional gain of the antennae (11) and they are split
in 16 sub-bands of 2.5 MHz applying modied Hanning
window funtions (13) as desribed in Set. 4.2. After in-
verse Fourier transformation, the digitally-ltered and ali-
brated antenna time-series (14) are ross-orrelated (15) to
form the -beam, whih is desribed in Set. 4.5. For some
events it beame neessary to review the antenna seletion
and the beam forming result, and to rejet antennae that
do not ontribute to a oherent pulse, whih is indiated by
the reursive arrow in Fig. 4.
From the resulting -beam (16) the bakground noise is
subtrated (see Set. 4.7) and the amplitude of the eletri
eld strength of the pulse (17) is determined by averaging
32 samples (400 ns) around the pulse to obtain the eletri
eld spetrum.
For the seond method, the phased full-band antenna
spetra (12) are inverse Fourier transformed bak to time.
The resulting ltered and alibrated antenna time-series
are averaged to form the simple f-beam (see Set. 4.4). The
-beam was not used here sine it alulates the abso-
lute value of the eletri eld in the beam, whereas for the
FFT-method, the full phase information is needed and thus
the f-beam was used instead (see Set. 4.4). The f-beam
is also redued by its bakground noise level and a mod-
ied Hanning window is applied. Subsequently, the pulse
found in the f-beam is Fourier transformed bak to the fre-
queny domain to obtain the eletri eld spetrum. For
the FFT, 32 samples (400 ns) around the air shower pulse
(see Fig. 5) were hosen to minimize a ontribution to the
signal from the partile detetors and to obtain a spe-
tral resolution of 2.5 MHz mathing the resolution of the
rst method. The values in the top left orner of the plot
read: in the 1st line: the event number, the LOPES fre-
queny window from 43 MHz to 74 MHz, the estimated
primary energy of 3.3× 1017 eV, the total eletron number
of 106.7, the trunated muon number of 105.7, and the geo-
magneti angle of 71◦; in the 2nd line: the eletri eld am-
plitude of the -beam () of 15.4 µV m−1MHz−1, the full-
band peak SNR of 45σ and the root-mean-square (RMS)
of 0.3 µV m−1MHz−1; and in the 3rd line: the eletri eld
amplitude of the f-beam (f) of 15 µV m−1MHz−1, the full-
band peak SNR of 70σ and the RMS of 0.2 µV m−1MHz−1.
The RMS of both full-band beams was determined on
0.2 ms of data well before and after the air shower pulse
(see Fig. 6).
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4.2. Frequeny window funtion
For the seletion of the frequeny sub-bands, a lter fun-
tion has been applied. The simplest window is a retangular
window. However, the sharp edges introdue leakage. For
less sharp edges, a modied Hanning window is used. The
Hanning funtion applies only to the beginning quarter and
to the end quarter of the window. The Hanning window is
basially a osine-funtion and it has to be applied to the
frequeny band around the enter frequeny inreased by
half the period of the osine of the Hanning window to pre-
serve the integral of the retangular window (see Fig. 7).
4.3. Core position and beam diretion
The ore position and the diretion used for beam-forming
is provided by the KASCADE experiment. The auray of
the ore position and shower diretion of KASCADE for the
seleted showers of high energy are 1 m and 0.1 ◦, respe-
tively, valid up to a zenith angle of 42◦ (Antoni et al. 2003).
The KASCADE diretion is optimized by nding the posi-
tion of maximum emission in a 4D radio image produed
with the LOPES data. The axes of the four dimensions are
time, azimuth angle, elevation angle, and urvature radius
of an assumed spherial wavefront. The separation from
the KASCADE diretion for the seleted events inreases
slightly with zenith angle and ranges up to 2.9◦ with an
average of (1.0 ± 0.5)◦ for zenith angles smaller than 75◦,
whih is onsistent with an earlier result of (0.8 ± 0.4)◦ in
Falke et al. (2005), where only events with a maximum
zenith angle of 60◦ were analyzed (one sigma statistial un-
ertainties).
4.4. Field strength beam
The eld strength beam (f-beam) is the average of multiple
antennae signals being shifted by geometrial delays for the
beam diretion. The delayed antennae signals are added
and then divided by the number of antennae:
Sf (t) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
fi(t− τi). (3)
Here, N is the number of antennae, f is the single antenna
eld strength time-series, and τ the signal arrival time delay
for the beam diretion.
4.5. Cross-orrelation beam
The ross-orrelation beam (-beam) is dened as the real
part of a standard ross-orrelation of multiple antennae
signals, shifted by one set of signal delays for a ertain di-
retion. The data from eah unique antenna pair are mul-
tiplied with eah other, the resulting values are averaged,
and then the square root is taken while preserving the sign:
Scc(t) = ±
√√√√√
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
Npairs
N−1∑
i=1
N∑
j>i
fi(t− τi) fj(t− τj)
∣∣∣∣∣∣. (4)
Here, N is the number of antennae, Npairs = N(N −
1)/2 is the number of unique pairs of antennae, f is the
single antenna eld strength time-series, and τ the signal
arrival time delay for the beam diretion. The advantage of
the -beam, ompared to the simple eld strength beam, is
that only the oherent signal is preserved within the beam
and RFI, whih is only seen by a single antenna is more
strongly suppressed, sine auto-orrelation terms are not
taken into aount.
4.6. Power beam
The power beam (p-beam) is the average of all antenna
auto-orrelations:
Sp(t) =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
f2i (t). (5)
Here, N is the number of antennae and f is the single
antenna eld strength time-series. The power beam is sen-
sitive to the total power reeived by all the antennae from
all diretions, independent of the oherene of the signal.
4.7. Bakground noise
The system noise in a LOPES beam toward the zenith
was determined by averaging bakground spetra of 664
arbitrary hosen events reorded over a period of one year
(11/2005 - 11/2006). For these bakground spetra, short
pulses in time and narrowband signals in frequeny were
attenuated by down-weighting of single samples in time
and single bins in frequeny ontaining power exeeding
one sigma above the average in two iterations. The result
in units of eletri eld strength is plotted in Fig. 8 and in
units of noise temperature is plotted in Fig. 9. The power
in the frequeny bins at 52.5 MHz and 67.5 MHz of the
eld spetrum ontained strong variations, whih suggests
that not all RFI ould be rejeted before the alulation of
the spetrum. The spetral eld strength was obtained by
averaging the result of the FFT applied to the ltered time-
series of eah event and the noise temperature was alu-
lated on the average spetral power of all events. The latter
plot also shows the galati noise interpolated with a model
for 45 MHz to 408 MHz: Tν = 32 K × (ν/408 MHz)
−2.5
(Falke & Gorham 2003). The galati noise is lying only
slightly below the system noise of LOPES. Furthermore, the
power during two periods of 48 hours, separated by half a
year, showed a modulation with 20% of the reeived signal
in aordane with the galati plane rossing the zenith.
Thus, a LOPES beam is sensitive to the galati noise, but
still dominated by the system noise. The values outside the
band from 45 MHz to 72.5 MHz are strongly attenuated by
the bandpass lter.
We alulated the level of the bakground noise for
the -beam and for the f-beam on an event-by-event
basis on two bloks of 0.2 ms in the rst and seond
half of eah event. On average in time ncc = (−0.13 ±
0.06) µV m−1MHz−1 and nf = (0.6± 0.2) µV m
−1MHz−1
(one sigma statistial unertainty).
The parts of the event les for the noise-alulation leave
out the event edges, whih are aeted by the Hanning win-
dow. Also, they leave out the osmi-ray pulse and possible
emission from the KASCADE partile detetors.
In the LOPES data, the signal of the partile dete-
tors is trailing the radio signal of the air shower, and
the KASCADE trigger arrives about 1.8 µs later at the
LOPES eletronis than the radio pulse. The peak of the
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KASCADE emission arrives shortly after the real air shower
pulse, between 1.7 µs and 1.5 µs before the trigger arrives
at the LOPES eletronis and it is less than 1 µs wide. The
emission from the partile detetors is reeived by eah an-
tenna from several diretions. Therefore, the detetor noise
does not add oherently and it is attenuated in the beam-
forming proess.
The root-mean-square (RMS) of the bakground of the
-beam was determined for eah frequeny bin on the same
parts of eah event as the noise level above. The RMS of
the f-beam of eah event was determined as an average of
50 spetra alulated on bloks of 32 samples, whih were
hosen away from the osmi-ray pulse.
4.8. Slope orretion
In Fig. 10, the slope of the 664 noise spetra reorded over
the earlier mentioned period of one year is plotted as a
funtion of zenith angle. The plot shows a steepening of
the slopes of events with higher zenith angles. The vari-
ation of the sky noise is averaged out over the period of
one year and it is not observed to hange with zenith an-
gle. A small ontribution might ome from remaining RFI
inreasing in signal strength to the horizon. However, the
main ontribution is introdued by deviation of the fre-
queny dependent antenna gain alibration from the real
antenna gain. This dependene aeting the slopes of the
air shower spetra was orreted by dividing eah spetra
by a normalized orretion spetrum:
ǫˆν = ν
αf−αr/ναf−αr . (6)
Here, ǫˆν is the eletri eld amplitude for the fre-
queny bin ν, αf is the slope parameter for the measured
spetrum obtained from a t to the slopes in Fig. 10 of
−0.008× (90− θ/◦)− 1.2, and αr is the slope of the refer-
ene spetrum in the zenith (Fig. 8) of −1.2.
4.9. Pulse amplitude
The eld strength amplitude of the frequeny ltered -
beam was determined by averaging it over a time window
with the size of the inverse sub-band. As an example, a
broadened pulse for a sub-band of ∼ 1.3 MHz is plotted
in Fig. 11. The values in the top left orner of the plot
read: event number 13, frequeny sub-band from 48.1 MHz
to 49.4 MHz; E-eld peak SNR of 27.1σ of the frequeny
bin and the oset between the full-band peak maximum
and the sub-band peak maximum of −20.4 ns. The dot lies
at a higher eld strength, sine its frequeny bin lies be-
low the enter frequeny of the full-band beam of 60 MHz.
The -beam shows orrelation fringes for the enter fre-
queny of the sub-band. For omparison, the Gauss-t on
the smoothed full-band peak was broadened in width by
the total number of frequeny bins of 24. The plotted pulse
for a sub-band below the enter frequeny of the LOPES
band is higher than the full-band pulse, whih is onsistent
with the negative slope in the resulting spetrum.
4.10. Unertainty estimation
The unertainty of the determined eletri eld strength
is aeted by the diretion and frequeny dependent gain
fators, phase unertainties introdued by the eletronis
Table 1. List of unertainties on the determined eletri
eld strengths.
Method RMS Gain Unert. Phase Unert.
-beam 1.59 (7.1%) 0.35 (1.56%) 1.13 (5%)
f-beam 0.78 (3.8%) 0.32 (1.56%) 1.01 (5%)
These values are alulated from all 23 analyzed events in units
of µV m−1MHz−1. The values in brakets are the averaged per-
entages of the atual eletri eld values.
and the bakground noise:
∆ǫ =
√(
δǫ
δt
)2
+
(
δǫ
δα
)2
+
(
δǫ
δφ
)2
. (7)
Here,
(
δǫ
δt
)
is the statistial unertainty (RMS) of the
bakground noise (see Set. 4.7);
(
δǫ
δα
)
is the statistial un-
ertainty of the E-eld dependene on the beam-forming
diretion; and
(
δǫ
δφ
)
is an estimated unertainty of 5% in-
trodued by phase errors remaining after delay alibration
(Horneer 2006).
The dependene of the E-eld on the beam-forming di-
retion is implemented in the gain alibration and a sta-
tistial unertainty is estimated for eah diretion and fre-
queny sub-band alulating a gradient
δG
δα
on the beam-
pattern:
ǫ = k ·
1√
G (α)(
δǫ
δα
)
= k · −
1
2
G (α)
−1.5
·
δG
δα
(8)
= k ·
1√
G (α)
· −
1
2G (α)
·
δG
δα
.
Here, ǫ is the eletri eld strength, k is a onstant fator
(see Eq: 1), G (α) is the diretion dependent gain fator,
and
δG
δα
is its gradient.
The determined unertainties are onsistent within the
unertainties appliable to earlier LOPES results (Horneer
2006). For all 23 analyzed events, the average unertainties
are listed in Table 1.
5. Results
For the eletri eld spetra, a frequeny resolution of
2.5 MHz (16 bins over the 40 MHz band) was hosen as a
ompromise between pulse broadening and suient spe-
tral resolution to reveal phase unertainties. The phase
unertainties are mainly aused by narrowband RFI and
deviations from the frequeny dependent gain alibration.
The radio spetra from Monte Carlo simulations were
parametrized with an exponential (Huege & Falke 2005b).
For omparison, an exponential ǫν = K ·exp(ν/MHz/β) and
a power-law form ǫν = K · ν
α
were tted to the data of the
single and the average spetra obtained by both methods
and orreted as desribed in Set. 4.7. However, the χ2red
of both t types turns out to be the same and thus both
funtions t equally well. The resulting t values an be
found in Set. 5.2 and Table 2 at the end of the paper.
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5.1. Single event spetra
Radio spetra were alulated for 23 LOPES events.
Charateristi values for eah event are listed in Table
2, inluding the event number; the event date; the
eletri eld strength measured in the whole LOPES
band from the spetra ǫ; the spetral index α; the
exponential t parameter β; the width of the Gauss-
tted full-band pulse ∆t; the E-eld peak SNR from
the spetra in sigma σ; the estimated primary en-
ergy Ep (http://www-ik.fzk.de/~ralph/CREAM1.php,
Glasstetter et al. 2005, only reliable down to 48◦ elevation,
no values are given below 20◦ elevation); the diretion (az-
imuth φ and elevation θ); the angle of the shower axis with
the geomagneti eld ϑ; the average distane of the an-
tennae to the shower ore d; and the number of antennae
used for beam-forming N . The values for ǫ, α, β, ∆t, and
σ are given as the average result from the -beam and the
f-beam. The error was hosen as the maximum from both
methods.
Additionally, six single event spetra for both meth-
ods are plotted in Fig. 14. For eah spetrum an average
noise spetrum was alulated by FFT of 50 bloks oset
from the osmi-ray radio pulse, whih is plotted as well.
Furthermore, two spetra fromMonte Carlo simulations are
added to eah plot for an inlined shower with θ = 45◦ and
for a vertial shower with θ = 90◦ (Huege et al. 2007). The
showers were simulated for a proton with a primary energy
of Ep = 10
17 eV, an azimuthal viewing angle of φ = 45◦
from the observer measured at a shower ore distane of
100 m and were saled to have the same average as the
single spetra for omparison.
The values on the top of the plots in Fig. 14 read;
in the 1st line: the event number, the measured ele-
tri eld strength from the spetra, the E-eld peak SNR
from the spetra in sigma, the estimated primary energy
(Glasstetter et al. 2005), the width of the Gauss-tted full-
band pulse, the diretion (azimuth angle and elevation an-
gle) and the geomagneti eld angle; in the 2nd line: the t
parameters α and β for the spetral slope. All the E-eld
values, slope values, sigma values, and width values in the
table and the plots in the appendix are given as the average
of the f-beam and the -beam method together with the
maximum unertainty.
The six plotted events have the following speial har-
ateristis. The analyzed events indiate that with larger
pulse width, lower frequenies dominate and steepen the
spetrum (see event [16℄ with a width of 51 ns and a at
spetrum, versus event [7℄ with a width of 101 ns and a
steep spetrum). The latter event was found to be reorded
during thunderstorm ativity in the viinity of LOPES.
Strong eletri elds in the louds may have enhaned
the radio emission and broadened the pulse (Buitink et al.
2007). However, the sample is too small and no signiant
dependene was found. Furthermore, the measured ele-
tri eld amplitude inreases with inreasing angle of the
shower axis with the geomagneti eld, as expeted, aord-
ing to the geomagneti emission mehanism (ompare event
[10℄ with 11 µV m−1MHz−1 and 51◦, versus event [5℄ with
20 µV m−1MHz−1 and 89◦). In addition, two events with
the largest eletri eld amplitude are plotted in Fig. 14,
whih have the smallest unertainties (see event [20℄ and
[21℄ with geomagneti angles of 78◦ and 70◦).
5.2. Average eld spetrum
An average eld spetrum was alulated to obtain an av-
erage spetral slope for the 23 seleted LOPES events (Fig.
12). For this plot, the single event spetra were normalized
by their mean to unity to make them energy independent
and then they were averaged. The numbers on the top in-
diate the number of events taken into aount for the av-
erage spetrum and the parameters from the spetral ts
to the plotted spetra. The average exponential t with the
parameter β is plotted for the two methods.
The exponential parameter is obtained with β =
−. ± 0.004 and the spetral index is obtained with
α = −1.0 ± .. These t parameters apply to an aver-
age zenith angle of the 23 events of 53◦ and an average
distane of the antennae from the shower ore position of
76 m.
The average spetrum measured onrms basi expe-
tations of Falke & Gorham (2003), but it is not onsis-
tent within the unertainties and it is slightly steeper than
the slope obtained from Monte Carlo simulations based
on air showers simulated with CORSIKA (Cosmi Ray
Simulations for KASCADE). The t parameters from sim-
ulations of a 45 ◦ inlined air shower are β = −0.0085
and α = −0.49; and the values for a vertial shower are
β = −0.012 and α = −0.7 (Huege et al. 2007). For a loser
omparison, simulations on single event basis are nees-
sary taking into aount polarization harateristis of the
LOPES antennae and those simulations have not yet been
performed.
For further omparison, the spetral index reently mea-
sured by the CODALEMA group for a single event spe-
trum is α = −1.5± 0.2 (Ardouin et al. 2006), whih is on-
sistent with the average slope we obtained for the unor-
reted spetra.
5.3. Disussion of methods
The major dierene in the determination of the eletri
eld strength, between the alulation of the spetra and
the standard analysis software, is that the latter ts a
Gaussian to the pulse. The standard software assumes the
pulse to be Gaussian and any deviation of the real osmi-
ray radio pulse shape will ause deviations in the resulting
eletri eld strength. Thus, the method used here for the
spetra is more sensitive to the shape of the radio pulses.
The eletri eld strengths determined from the spetra
agree within ±30% with those obtained with the standard
analysis (one sigma statistial unertainty).
The two methods for the spetra determination are in
statistial agreement. The noise on the -beam is a few per-
ent (∼3 %) larger than the noise on the f-beam (see Set.
4.7). Furthermore, the f-beam method is more aurate,
sine the statistial unertainties of all events averaged by
weighting is only half of the value obtained for the -beam
method. Additionally, the χ2 of the ts on the spetra from
the f-beam method are on average an order of magnitude
better than for the -beam method.
5.4. Pulse width analysis
The resulting average radio spetrum an be used to obtain
an average shape for the measured radio pulses by inverse
Fourier transformation. However, the phases are modied
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by the eletronis, whih at the moment, we annot or-
ret for. Thus, a lower limit on the pulse width an be
provided by applying an inverse Fourier transformation on
the measured spetral amplitudes (see Fig. 13). The ob-
tained pulse was upsampled in frequeny to inrease the
number of samples for a t. The amplitude was normal-
ized to unity, sine it is not omparable with earlier E-eld
values. A Gaussian t on the obtained pulse results in a
full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of 40 ns. As expeted,
this minimum is slightly smaller than the impulse response
of the eletronis of ∼ 57 ns. The average pulse width of
the analyzed events resulted in 60±20 ns (one sigma statis-
tial unertainty). This value was alulated on 41 events,
for whih the dierene between the f-beam width and the
-beam width was not larger than two samples (25 ns).
The two samples are a quality riterion. The simulated and
measured pulse width set an upper limit of 60 ns and the
minimum pulse width a lower limit of 40 ns for the single
seleted LOPES pulses. Therefore, the obtained spetral
slopes provide an upper limit, possibly broadened by un-
known phase unertainties, whih were estimated for the
unertainties in the spetra.
6. Conlusion and outlook
With a sample of 23 strong LOPES events, we measured
the radio spetrum reeived from osmi-ray air showers
deteted with up to 24 simple dipole antennae oriented in
the East-West diretion over a frequeny band of 40 MHz.
The spetra show that a diret Fourier transformation an
be performed on the beam-formed radio pulses measured
with LOFAR. The auray with whih the spetral ampli-
tudes an be obtained is limited by the instrument noise
and phase unertainties. Furthermore, the quality of the
spetral slope is limited by the quality of the antenna gain
model, whih was simulated and measured in several ali-
bration ampaigns.
The average slope of the spetra obtained with LOPES
onrms basi expetations, but it is not onsistent within
unertainties and it is slightly steeper than the slope ob-
tained from Monte Carlo simulations based on air showers
simulated with CORSIKA. The simulations show for the
LOPES band atter spetra to higher zenith angles and
larger distanes from the shower ore position, and they
show steeper spetra for inreasing the azimuth from dire-
tion North to diretion East.
As expeted, the spetral slopes of the seleted sample
of events depend on the length of the pulse, where longer
pulses result in steeper spetra. However, taking into a-
ount the low number statistis, the spetra do not show a
signiant dependene of the slope on the eletri eld am-
plitude, the azimuth angle, the zenith angle, the urvature
radius, nor on the average distane of the antennae from
the shower ore position.
Aording to the obtained spetral slopes, the maximum
power is emitted below 40 MHz. Furthermore, the derease
in power to higher frequenies indiates a loss in oherene
determined by the shower dis geometry and the longitudi-
nal distribution of partiles therein. In Monte Carlo simu-
lations, the latter was found to follow a broadened gamma-
distribution having a long tail to several meters in shower
thikness, whih onrms a smooth loss of oherene to
higher frequenies (see Fig. 7 in Huege et al. 2007).
The seleted sample of events ontained one event that
ourred during thunderstorm ativity in the viinity of
LOPES. This thunderstorm event had a large pulse width
and a very steep spetrum, suggesting that LOPES mea-
sured a geoeletri eet for the rst time.
For the study of the lateral dependene of the air shower
radio spetrum, as a funtion of distane to the shower axis,
a larger array with longer baselines and more sensitive an-
tennae is needed. LOFAR will have a very dense ore with
baselines up to 500 meters, a olleting area of ∼ 10000 m2
at 75 MHz, and a frequeny range from 10 MHz to 290 MHz
sampled at 200 MHz, and thus will be perfetly suited to
improve on results obtained here. Most importantly, we will
probe the oherene of the air shower radio signal to higher
frequenies to infer on the geometry of the shower dis.
Understanding the shower geometry will allow us to deter-
mine the primary partile speies using radio only.
Furthermore, within the Pierre Auger ollabora-
tion, a sparse radio antenna array is under devel-
opment (van den Berg & The Pierre Auger Collaboration
2007). The antennae will be tested in the eld of the Pierre
Auger Observatory (PAO, www.auger.org). The PAOmea-
sures osmi-ray air showers with partile detetors in an
area of 3000 square kilometers with distanes between the
partile detetor stations of 1.5 km. Therefore, the PAO
responds to a higher primary partile energy range than
LOPES, whih lies beyond 1018 eV.
A next step will be the simulation of om-
plete air showers based on parameters provided
by KASCADE and LOPES, inluding the hard-
ware response of LOPES. Suh simulations will al-
low a lose omparison of theory and experiment.
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Figure 3. Simulated gain patterns for a single LOPES
dipole antenna, for all diretions in azimuth φ and eleva-
tion θ, at frequenies 50 MHz (top), 60 MHz (middle) and
70 MHz (bottom), for a bandwidth of 1 MHz. The zenith
lies in the enter of eah plot and the white irles inrease
in steps of 30◦ in elevation down to the horizon at the plot
edges. The antenna dipole is lying horizontally in the plots.
The gain ranges from its minimum in blak (gain = 0) to
the maximum gain in white (gain = 5). The dark ontours
are plotted in steps of 20%. Where ve ontours are visible
(middle plot), they go from 20% gain to 100% gain.
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Figure 4. This owhart of the osmi-ray proessing
pipeline starts from the raw data fj[n], where n is the index
for the ADC samples per antenna j. The signal onverted
from ADC ounts to voltage is denoted as s. The Fourier
transformation is denoted as F and the inverse Fourier
transformation as F−1. The number of the frequeny bins
after Fourier transformation is indiated with k. Diretional
dependene of the signal and the weights is indiated by the
vetor
−→ρ . The outer dashed line enloses the proessing
per individual dipole and the inner dashed line enloses the
signal alibration steps in the frequeny domain. A more
detailed desription of the steps in the proessing pipeline
an be found in Set. 4.1.
Figure 5. Comparison of full-band ross-orrelation beam
(-beam, solid line), full-band eld strength beam (f-beam,
dashed), and full-band power beam (p-beam, dash dotted)
for a harateristi strong event. Additionally, Gauss-ts to
the -beam and f-beam are plotted (thin dashed line and
thin dotted line). The vertial lines (dashed) indiate the
time window of the f-beam for whih the FFT was applied.
Figure 6. Comparison of the noise of the ross-orrelation
beam (-beam: large RMS) and the noise of the eld
strength beam (f-beam: small RMS) of a LOPES event for
the period of 0.2 ms before and after the trigger. The peak
slightly left of enter of the time-window is the air shower
pulse.
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Figure 7. Modied Hanning windows (dashed) and ret-
angular windows (dotted) for three sub-bands of the fre-
queny band from 40 MHz to 80 MHz.
Figure 8. System noise spetrum of the LOPES beam to
the zenith in units of eletri eld strength alulated on
664 events of 1 ms reorded over a period of one year
(11/2005 - 11/2006). The numbers on the bottom of the
plot are, respetively, the slope parameters α and β for a
power-law funtion and an exponential funtion tted to
the spetrum (dashed line).
Figure 9. Spetrum of the LOPES beam to the zenith in
units of noise temperature alulated on 664 events of 1 ms
reorded over a period of one year. The numbers on the
bottom of the plot are the slope parameters α and β for
a power-law funtion and an exponential funtion tted to
the spetrum (dashed line). The galati noise is plotted
for omparison (lower dashed line).
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Figure 10. Spetral index of 664 noise spetra as a funtion
of zenith angle. The average slope is α = −1.4 ± 0.3 and
the tted line is desribed by −0.008× (90− θ/◦)− 1.2.
Figure 11. Cross-orrelation beam ltered in a frequeny
sub-band (thin solid line) and saled full-band Gauss-t
(dashed). The vertial lines (dash-dotted) indiate the be-
ginning and end of the part of the -beam that was aver-
aged and the dot in the middle indiates the resulting value
of 76.6 µV m−1MHz−1.
Figure 12. Comparison of average osmi-ray eletri eld
spetra obtained with 23 LOPES events by two dierent
methods. Before averaging, the single spetra are normal-
ized to unity. The frequeny bin values are determined on
the -beam (irles) and the Fourier transformation of the
f-beam (squares) are tted with one exponential, visible as
a straight line in this log-linear plot (dashed line).
Figure 13. Pulse obtained by inverse Fourier transforma-
tion of the amplitudes of the average eletri eld spetrum
(solid line). The width of the Gaussian t results in 40 ns
(dashed line). The amplitude is normalized to unity.
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Table 2. Event parameter list for all 23 analyzed events. For more details see rst paragraph of Set. 5.1.
# Date (Filename) E-eld Index Expo. Width Sig. Energy AZEL Geom. Ang. Dist. Ant.
Symbol ǫ α β ∆t σ Ep φ− θ ϑ d N
Unit [µV/m/MHz℄ - - [ns℄ - [eV℄ [
◦
℄ [
◦
℄ [m℄ -
1 2006.03.14.13:30:27 11±4 -1.8±0.5 -0.031±0.008 50 6 (...) 0-20 95 70±50 24
2 2006.03.23.04:01:07 17±4 -1.1±0.4 -0.019±0.007 77 13 3.60E+17 35-51 60 80±40 23
3 2006.04.05.05:39:13 25±5 -1.1±0.8 -0.02±0.01 49 16 5.40E+17 49-47 61 70±30 23
4 2006.05.01.10:31:40 19±4 -1.9±0.4 -0.031±0.006 80 14 1.50E+17 286-37 64 80±30 23
5 2006.06.14.11:03:15 20±6 -0.4±0.3 -0.008±0.005 57 46 1.00E+18 340-24 89 80±50 14
6 2006.06.19.19:21:24 6±3 -0.8±0.3 -0.013±0.004 47 5 1.80E+17 12-34 79 80±40 20
7 2006.08.19.23:01:41 25±6 -3.6±0.4 -0.061±0.006 101 60 2.50E+17 20-41 73 70±40 9
8 2006.09.11.05:24:22 15±5 -1.2±0.4 -0.021±0.006 77 8 1.50E+17 341-38 75 80±40 9
9 2006.09.22.17:58:45 19±6 -0.8±0.6 -0.01±0.01 51 8 4.90E+17 56-50 57 90±40 8
10 2006.10.13.10:43:03 11±4 -1.9±0.8 -0.03±0.01 85 35 1.90E+17 0-64 51 90±50 9
11 2006.11.02.07:14:52 24±7 -2±0.4 -0.034±0.006 67 9 2.20E+17 328-30 81 70±40 9
12 2005.12.05.06:46:13 29±7 -0.8±0.3 -0.014±0.004 55 13 3.10E+18 315-22 87 60±30 16
13 2005.12.08.09:10:45 31±9 -0.4±0.6 -0.005±0.01 113 10 (...) 75-15 82 60±30 16
14 2006.01.18.13:46:06 11±3 -1.2±0.5 -0.022±0.008 59 8 2.00E+17 357-49 66 70±30 18
15 2006.01.19.06:26:13 11±3 -1.3±0.7 -0.02±0.01 52 8 1.30E+17 347-43 71 80±40 18
16 2006.02.04.13:33:28 14±4 -0.1±0.4 -0.002±0.007 51 57 3.30E+17 4-44 71 70±40 18
17 2006.02.07.09:40:20 27±7 -1.7±0.3 -0.029±0.005 49 6 2.90E+17 325-30 81 100±50 21
18 2006.02.10.08:11:20 14±4 -0.8±0.4 -0.014±0.006 52 13 1.60E+17 345-36 77 80±30 24
19 2006.02.14.02:09:17 40±10 -1.2±0.3 -0.02±0.005 56 9 (...) 28-12 101 60±40 16
20 2006.02.18.19:30:41 66±10 -1±0.3 -0.018±0.005 48 292 3.60E+17 9-37 78 80±40 24
21 2006.02.20.12:26:29 40±8 -1.1±0.4 -0.019±0.006 98 88 7.70E+17 278-26 70 60±40 24
22 2006.02.23.03:34:39 9±3 -0.8±0.5 -0.014±0.008 57 7 2.10E+17 322-43 68 90±40 24
23 2006.03.07.16:55:47 11±3 -1.4±0.7 -0.02±0.01 124 8 2.60E+17 4-65 49 100±50 23
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Figure 14. Single event osmi-ray eletri eld spetra determined on six LOPES example events. Eah plot inludes
a spetrum determined on the -beam (irles) for 12 sub-bands, a spetrum determined on the f-beam (squares) by
FFT of 32 time-samples around the radio pulse, and a noise spetrum determined by FFT on 50 bloks of 32 samples
oset from the pulse (squares in the middle of eah plot). The spetra of the osmi-ray air shower radio pulse are tted
with an exponential, visible as a straight line in these log-linear plots (-beam: dash-dotted & f-beam: dash-dot-dot). In
addition, the simulated data of an inlined shower (dotted) and a vertial shower (dashed) are plotted. For more details
see the seond to last paragraph of Set. 5.1.
